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Cannabis in Canada
OUR PATH TO LEGALIZATION
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stated that the

(MMPR) - first
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the drug schedule

(Le Dain

prohibition on the

licensed producers

Commons. Came into
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Report) recommends
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Legalization Models in Ontario

WYNNE GOVERMENT

FORD GOVERNMENT

FORD 2.0

Distribution and sale of cannabis

Newly elected, commits to Ontario

With only 24 private locations opened

would be handled only by government

Cannabis Store for online sales.

in first year, Ford announces that

Ontario Cannabis Store with 150 brick-

Scraps public brick-and-mortar rollout

lottery system to be replaced by open

and-mortar store by 2020, and online

in favour of only private retailers to

allocation.

sales

sell cannabis via physical location

Rules continued to be relaxed around

Private retailers selected via lottery

access and methods of selling
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First Year Snapshot

$125,000,000

A BILLION DOLLARS AND RISING
$100,000,000

Between October 2018 and September 2019
400 brick-and-mortar stores in Canada (24 in Ontario)

$75,000,000

$908 million in online and retail store sales ($216M in Ontario)
Despite the slow roll-out of stores in Ontario and 2nd worst

$50,000,000

access for its residents, the province has the highest sales of
retail cannabis in Canada.
$25,000,000

The graph to the left provides an interesting look in how
cannabis sales are being dominated by in-store purchases
$0

Oct 2018

Jan 2019

May 2019

Sept 2019

rather than online. Highlights the divergent consumer habits
compared to the rise in e-commerce.
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Municipal Infrastructure
WATER

WASTEWATER

When engaging the cannabis industry,

Similar to water capacity, municipalities need

economic developers need to be aware of

to understand their ability to manage or take

water requirements and the service capacity of

on the effluent that is created through the

their community. Particular for ground water

production process. Does my community have

communities

the ability to process?

ENERGY

WASTE

Approximately 5,000 kWh to produce (indoors)

Issues with waste from production facilities

one kilogram of cannabis product.

not meeting municipal standards for organics
and thereby being directed to landfills.

Traditionally not a municipal concern, but the
ability for that community to have the power

A growing concern for consumers and

supply needed is, particularly in rural or

municipalities is the waste that is generated by

farming communities.

the packaging of cannabis.
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Production
and Land
Use
Challenges

To help reduce conflicts municipalities have Zoning By-laws and can
apply Site Plan Control
Some municipalities have instituted setbacks/securities by type of
production facility
“Crop is a crop”
Retail approval comes from AGCO
Odour, light concerns
Increasing agricultural land costs
Compromising Prime Agriculture Lands?
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Cannabis Jobs
FROM DEALER TO CEO
A scan of current openings for cannabis related jobs, showed a variety of
regulatory, supply chain, and other “white collar” jobs.
Many postings were in rural areas providing skilled labour and technical
opportunities
Competition for talent has increased dramatically as producers and
retailers compete for market share
New programs to support have been recently created in order to support
this rapidly growing industry (Niagara College, Guelph, Durham College)
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C O MMU NI T Y
PERCEPTION
Roughly 2 Million Ontarians have used
cannabis in the past 3 months (Stats Can)
Over 80% of Municipalities Opted in with only
76 of the 415 communities listed on the
AGCO’s website opting out
Municipalities are prohibiting smoking in
public areas
Issues with Black Market, reported crime

Future Trends & Cannabis Tourism

Latest changes: legal edibles, extracts and topicals on the

Can’t be marketed the same way craft beer or Ontario wine

Ontario market

has been

Tourism challenges - restrictions around consumption

Music festivals and “Cannabis Cruises” canceled

marketing

Can be consumed in permitted smoking areas of

Can’t be consumed in restaurants or bars

accommodations
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Case Study:
Smiths Falls

Following the closure of
Hershey plant community
left with an identity and
employment crisis
Cannabis embraced with by
the community
New wealth and investment
Return of chocolate making
with legalization of edibles
Multi-partner cannabis
tourism strategy adopted
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Is my Economic Development Office
Prepared for the Cannabis Industry?
INFRASTRUCTURE

LAND AND ZONING

LABOUR

PERCEPTION/TRENDS

Do I know what my

Does my community have the

Do we have the right talent

Does my community want to

community's service

the amount of land or

locally to attract production

be a part of it? is education

capacity is for water and

buildings required for

facilities?

needed?

wastewater?

production?
Are there local programs that

Do I know what my local

Can my community support

Does current zoning

can assist is training and

regulations are for cannabis

production capabilities or

support/allow production?

educating a cannabis

consumption?

should I focus on retail?

workforce locally?
Is there a concern in my

Can our recycling program
handle the

community via farm land?

What lessons can I learn
How will this affect other

from communities that have

industries in my community?

embraced this?

consumption waste?
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Thank
You!

ZACH GABLE
Senior Economic Development Officer, County of Brant
Zach.Gable@brant.ca

TYSON MCMANN
Business Development Analyst, City of Guelph
tyson.mcmann@guelph.ca
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